Network management from Hamburg. Solutions for customers worldwide.

CREATIVITY, SYNERGY AND GLOBAL NETWORKING

Gold Engineering specialises in consulting and technical solutions for diesel engines. Since founding the business in 1995 my philosophy has remained to maintain close contact with our customers and to personally supervise all projects being conducted worldwide. Gold Care is an innovative strategic concept that enables me to ensure consistently high quality in all aspects of our work, both in-house and within our partner network.

Peter J. Gold
Managing Director
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CONSULTING & TECHNICAL SOLUTION PLATFORM

Passion and courage is our motto. Gold Engineering offers a unique combination of incisive consulting, technical services and spare parts supply networked to deliver maximum synergies. Passion and performance are trademarks of our business approach.

Gold Engineering is fully certified according to ISO 9001:2000 standards and serves customers across diverse industries in 17 countries worldwide.
Premium consulting expertise and industry knowledge are hallmarks of the Gold Engineering approach. Where customers face a problem, we have a vision for the possible. By delivering creativity where it counts, we optimise machine management, help reduce overall machine downtime and increase business efficiency. Intelligent management applied to specific situations. Innovative technology management.
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Since each situation is unique we always begin by defining the specific objectives of the project. Gold Engineering delivers integrated system solutions starting with on-board/on-site inspection and analysis, damage evaluation and repair assessment before generating individual and cost-effective solutions. Tailored solutions and engineering creativity.
Global networking: The right part in the right place at the right time.

SPARE PARTS SUPPLY

We offer sourcing solutions for a wide range of high-precision spare parts. Using modern supply chain management tools we transform buying workflow. You choose between OEM new parts, spare parts engineered in our in-house workshop or reconditioned parts depending on your specific requirements. Flexible spare part sourcing.

70% of spare parts are available from stock with delivery generally within one week. Rapid sourcing of non-standard items.
OEM SPARE PARTS

OEM spare parts are available for most of the leading European brands via a broad network of partners. Standard and many non-standard replacement parts are generally available from stock.

Bergen Diesel, B&W, Deutz, MWM, GMT, MaK, MAN, SEMT Pielstick, Sulzer, SKL, Stork-Werkspoor Diesel, Wärtsilä.
We believe in craftsmanship and high-precision quality

Made in Germany spare parts

Made in Germany spare parts are high-precision, cost-effective parts manufactured in-house using state-of-the-art machinery to recognised certified classifications: GL, LRS, DNV, BV, CCS, NKK, KRS. German quality engineered to your individual specifications.

Certified to ISO 9001:2000 standards, the in-house workshop engineers precision parts to the highest specifications, tailored to customers’ specific, individual requirements.
Leading-edge materials management concepts reduce sourcing lead times

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Our unique exchange pool concept enables premium sourcing service. Rapid turnaround reduces sourcing lead times. Further options include: pre-cycling, reconditioning, and consignment stocks. *Cost-effective, innovative solutions.*

Reconditioning and pre-cycling of cylinder heads, pistons, conrods, crankshafts and bedplates. Dynamic pool of reconditioned spare parts managed to ensure availability.
Gold Engineering specialises in shell bearings for a wide range of engine brands. Due to today’s increased engine performance requirements, shell bearings have to sustain ever higher dynamic and static loads and ensure longer service life and durability.

**We supply:**
- Latest specification thin-wall bearings for 2-stroke engines
- Main, conrod and thrust bearings for 4-stroke engines
- Master-shell bearings and blanks for rapid manufacturing
Network Expertise

Winning spirit is central to innovative diesel engine management. Based in Hamburg. Powering business around the globe.